
APPLES MANUFACTURING STRATEGY

Article reviews Apple's Manufacturing Strategy rom versus 

The manufacturer says we can set it on a six-inch slab but should we make the slab thicker to absolutely
guarantee the machine will be capable? This leaves them free to focus on design rather than day-to-day
minutiae. There are a number of legends at Apple about Foxconn's ability to adapt. What went wrong was not
cheap overseas labor. However, when properly deployed, the American workforce has significant advantages
and differences. While Toyota and some others have adapted lines to mixed model production this requires a
wider range of skills and high motivation. Use overtime and the capacity reserve to temporarily keep current
products on schedule and gradually hire new people to fill in resource needs on current products. All rights
reserved. Corning out? In order to maintain the industry standard or Supplier Code of Conduct, Apple has
consistently focusing on socially responsive manufacturing. As long as apple provided acceptable quality,
highest quality in the market place is unnecessary. Lines One of the most striking features is the use of long
assembly lines with little automation and very short work times. Later, when Apple partnered with Foxconn,
Apple and Foxconn did not repeat the earlier mistakes. Then, as the product life cycle nears its end, the factory
must be able to decrease production and prepare for the next new product. It takes a lot of dedication and
commitment to be one of those people lining up, which is pretty much like being in an intimate relationship.
This automatic conveyor turns a circuit board 90 degrees. As it happens, one of us actually authored the case
on Timbuk2 cited in that article and both of us have taught it for many years. They create their own reporting
structures and report directly to the executive team. Urgent corrective action, solution to extend safety
practices and procedures in related facilities are identified along the audit execution on different onsite
employees. Note: Industrial Engineering Steve's numbers are suspectâ€” they are very large and very round.
Giving Meticulous Attention to Detail The strategy employed by Apple in its product development largely
depends on what the product is. It all started with the iPod, which started out as a simple music player. People
are buying for products its innovative features. This is an important issue of Manufacturing Strategy. This
burn-in tower tests the Macs for 24 hours. This is very common with MRP systems and is one reason why
they are inappropriate for repetitive, constant-rate production. Apple executives have commented that
Foxconn can hire thousands of workers overnight and employ them to bring new products into production
almost instantly [1]. Wistron has applied for the Modified Special Incentive Package Scheme M-SIPS ,
notified to attract investments in electronic manufacturing, to invest Rs 5, crore over five years and begin
manufacturing iPhone 8 too. American workers, in contrast, have grown up with technology in all its forms
and would be more comfortable with it. They are building a runway for B bombers during world War II. The
Chinese competitors have learned how to leverage this supply base and manufacture phones that are
customized to Chinese tastes. That situation has changed but capital remains expensive compared to labor.
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